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Using a path integral formulation for correlation functions of stochastic partial differential equa-
tions based on the Onsager-Machlup approach, we show how, by introducing a composite auxiliary
field one can generate an auxiliary field loop expansion for the correlation functions which is similar
to the one used in the 1/N expansion for an O(N) scalar quantum field theory. We apply this formal-
ism to the Kardar Parisi Zhang (KPZ) equation, and introduce the composite field σ = λ
2
∇φ ·∇φ by
inserting a representation of the unit operator into the path integral which enforces this constraint.
In leading order we obtain a self-consistent mean field approximation for the effective action similar
to that used for the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) and Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC) theories
of dilute Fermi and Bose gases. This approximation, though related to a self-consistent Gaussian
approximation, preserves all symmetries and broken symmetries. We derive the leading order in the
auxiliary field (LOAF) effective potential and compare our results to the one loop in the fluctuation
strength A approximation. We find, contrary to what is found in the one loop and self-consistent
Gaussian approximation schemes that in the LOAF approximation there is no fluctuation induced
symmetry breaking as a function of the coupling constant in any dimension d.
PACS numbers: 02.50.Ey , 05.10.Gg, 05.45-a
I. INTRODUCTION
The effective action Γ[φ] for stochastic partial differ-
ential equations extends the role played by the action
for field theories of classical dynamical systems. The ef-
fective action accounts for the physics of the entire sys-
tem, composed of the various degrees of freedom (repre-
sented by the fields φ) as well as the effect on them by
stochastic agents in the form of noise.The first deriva-
tive of Γ[φ] with respect to the field gives the equation
for the evolution of the field averaged over different re-
alizations of the noise chosen from a given probability
distribution. Higher derivatives of the action determine
the one particle-irreducible vertices, from which all the
correlation functions of the field can be reconstructed.
The one-particle irreducible vertices play a crucial role
in identifying the eventual renormalization of the param-
eters found in the theory without noise (or in quantum
field theory without quantum fluctuations). Most text
books on quantum field theory (see for example [1]) dis-
cuss the effective action and usually describe the semi-
classical approximation which is an approximation which
keeps only the Gaussian fluctuations around the clas-
sical motion. In the recent literature most discussions
of the effective action for stochastic partial differential
equations are based on a loop expansion in terms of the
strength of the noise correlation function which is the
same as the semi-classical approximation. For the KPZ
equation, a recent discusson is found in [2]. In population
biology, a recent discussion is found in [3] and in pair an-
∗Electronic address: cooper@santafe.edu
nihilation and for Gribov processes a recent discussion is
found in [4]. In the semi-classical approximation it is tac-
itly assumed that the noise is a small perturbation on the
classical dynamics and that therefore perturbation theory
is valid. This separation is often not present in many dy-
namical systems acted upon by noise (whether internal or
external). This shortcoming of the semi-classical approx-
imation was seen even at small couplings in the theory of
dilute Bose gases where the fluctuations are thermal in
nature. In that situation the semiclassical approximation
did not give a true picture of the phase structure [5]. Be-
cause of this, in this and a subsequent paper [6] we will
develop a different approach [7] that is non-perturbative
in both coupling constant strength and the strength of
the noise correlation functions. This approach is based
on introducing auxiliary fields which render the theory
quadratic (Gaussian) in the original fields, without sacri-
ficing the possibility of determining in a systematic way
the corrections to the lowest order approximation which
is a ”self consistent” Gaussian approximation (but not
a Gaussian truncation). This method has been success-
fully used to determine approximately, in leading order,
the phase structure of dilute Bose [8] [9] and Fermi gases
[10]. In general, the value of the effective action for con-
stant fields , (divided by the space time volume) called
the effective potential, plays a role similar to the usual
potential of Classical Mechanics as it maps the energy
landscape of a system.
The use of auxiliary fields in Many-Body theory and
quantum field theory has a long history starting with
Hubbard and Stratonovich [11]. The auxiliary fields ren-
der the Classical action quadratic in the original fields
in the path integral formulation of the theory. Because
of this one can reproduce many self consistent Gaussian
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2fluctuation approximations by evaluating the (path) in-
tegral over the auxiliary fields by steepest descent. In
quantum field theory and many-body field theory appli-
cations, the leading approximation (LOAF) determines
the large-N behavior of the O(N) model [12] , BCS the-
ory of superconductivity [10] and the LOAF theory for
Bose-Einstein condensation [9]. The path integral ap-
proach allows a completes reorganization of the Feyn-
man graphs of the theory in terms of the self consistently
obtained propagators for the original fields, and the lead-
ing order propagator for the auxiliary field [7]. When the
original theory starts from a quartic self interaction de-
scribed by a coupling λ, the auxiliary fields that are uti-
lized are quadratic in the original fields and the leading
order point self interaction gets replaced by a trilinear
interaction involving two of the original fields and the
auxiliary field. The scattering in lowest order in the aux-
iliary field loop expansion proceeds by the intermediary
of the composite field propagator. The second derivative
of the effective potential with respect to the auxiliary
field gives the value of the inverse of the composite field
propagator, and due to the constraint equation satisfied
by the auxiliary field, one finds by studying the renor-
malized Green’s functions that this is a renormalization
invariant. This invariant in leading order is the inverse of
the renormalized coupling constant [13]. Thus from this
second derivative of the potential one can easily derive
the renormalization group equation for the renormalized
coupling constant.
Another property of the auxiliary field loop expan-
sion is that order by order it preserves exact symmetries
and broken symmetries such as the Goldstone theorem
[14]. Thus it is more trustworthy in determining broken
symmetry phase transitions than other self-consistent
approximations such as the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliuibov
(HFB) approximations. Self consistent methods such as
HFB often predict phase transitions when they are ab-
sent, or wrong order phase transitions [5]. In our study
of the KPZ equation we will find that our result for the
phase structure in leading order surprisingly gives differ-
ent results from the usually used loop expansion (in the
strength of fluctuations) even at small values of the fluc-
tuation correlation strength. In distinction to this semi-
classical approximation and the self consistent Hartree
approximation, we find in leading order (LOAF) that
there is no phase transition in any dimension as a func-
tion of coupling constant.
In this first of two papers we will give the formulation
for obtaining the effective action based on the ideas of
Onsager and Machlup [15] [16] [17]. In a follow-up pa-
per [6] we will give a second formulation which is based
on the response-theory formalism of Martin-Siggia-Rose
[18] [19] [20] [21]. Although we concentrate on the static
properties of the fields in these two papers, the formalism
presented here is perfectly well adapted to doing simu-
lations for the time evolution of the field (averaged over
noise configurations) as well as the noise induced correla-
tion functions. This approach has been used in the past
to study the dynamics of phase transitions when there
is chiral symmetry breaking [22] , or phase separation in
Bose Einstein condensates [23].
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we
review the path integral approach to stochastic partial
differential equations of the reaction diffusion type. In
section III we review the auxiliary field loop expansion
method which has been used successfully in understand-
ing BCS theory [10] and BEC [9] theory as well as rel-
ativistic quantum field theories such as the scalar O(N)
model [12] [7] [24]. In section IV we review the KPZ
equation and rewrite the action in terms of an auxiliary
field σ which renders the theory quadratic in the initial
fields φ. We then we apply the auxiliary field loop ex-
pansion method to this problem and derive the first two
terms in the loop expansion for the effective action. In
section V we derive the effective potential and discuss
the LOAF result for renormalized effective potential for
the critical dimension d = 2. In section VI we derive
the renormalized effective potential for d = 1 and d = 3.
In section VII we discuss the renormalization group flows
for the coupling constant for arbitrary d found in this ap-
proximation. In section VIII we summarize our results.
We leave to the appendix the details of how to perform
the renormalization program using explicit cutoffs.
II. PATH INTEGRAL FORMULATION FOR
REACTION DIFFUSION EQUATIONS WITH
NOISE
In this section we briefly review the path integral for-
mulation for the field correlation functions induced by ex-
ternal noise that has Gaussian correlations. This formu-
lation was originally developed by Onsager and Machlup
[15] and later by Graham [16] and Zinn-Justin [17].
More recently it has been reviewed and elaborated on
by Hochberg, Molina-Paris, Perez-Mercader and Visser
[2]. We will follow the approach of [2].
A generic system of coupled reaction diffusion equa-
tions with external noise can be written in the schematic
form:
∂Φi
∂t
− νi∇2Φi−Fi[Φ]− ηi ≡ DiΦi−Fi[Φ]− ηi = 0. (1)
We assume the noise is Gaussian in that the probability
distribution function for noise can be described by
P [η[x, t]] = N exp
[
−1
2
∫
dxdyηi(x)Gη
−1
ij (x, y)η
j(y)
]
,
(2)
where N is determined from∫ ∏
i
DηiP [η] = 1. (3)
For this distribution
〈ηi(x, t)〉 ≡
∫
Dη P [η[x, t]] ηi(x, t) = 0, (4)
3and the two point noise correlation function (connected
Green’s function) is given by
〈ηi(x, t)ηj(y, t′)〉c = Gijη (xt; yt′). (5)
We will assume that the strength of the noise correlation
function is proportional to A, which is a parameter of-
ten used to control various approximation schemes. In
particular in our KPZ example we will choose
Gijη (xt; yt
′) = Aδd(x− x′)δ(t− t′). (6)
One assumes that for a particular configuration of the
noise η, one can solve Eqs 1 for Φi(x|η) and that there is
a unique solution. A strategy for doing this in the strong
coupling domain is discussed in [25].
The expectation values of the concentrations Φi are
obtained by performing the stochastic average over the
noise
〈Φi(x, t)Φj(y, t′)〉η =
∫
DηP [η]Φi(x, t|η)Φj(y, t′|η).
(7)
We are interested in getting a path integral represen-
tation for the correlation functions of Eq. (7). Using the
Fadeev-Popov trick we can, instead of explicitly solving
for the Φi in terms of the noise η, enforce the fact that
we are doing the integral over fields that obey the noisy
reaction diffusion equation. That is we insert the func-
tional delta function into the path integral over η using
the identity:
1 =
∫
DΦiδ[Φi − Φi(x|η)]
=
∫
DΦiδ[∂Φi∂t− νi∇2Φi − Fi[Φ]− ηi]|detS−1[Φ]|.
(8)
Here
S−1ij =
(
Diδij − ∂Fi[Φ]
∂φj
)
δ(x− y)δ(t− t′). (9)
The determinant can be replaced by a path integral over
fermionic fields or ignored if we use an appropriate choice
of the lattice version of the time derivative (forward
derivative) which is the Ito regularization [26] [27]. We
will assume the Ito regularization in what follows. At
this point there are two approaches to obtaining a field
theory description. One can directly integrate over the
noise to obtain the approach of Onsager and Machlup [15]
[16] [17]. This is the approach we will follow here for the
Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation [28]. This will enable us
to compare our findings with previous calculations of the
effective potential by Hochberg et. al. [29] and Amaral
and Roditi [30]. An alternative approach that also gives a
path integral representation for the correlation functions
would be to introduce a functional representation for the
delta function to obtain a Martin-Siggia-Rose action [18]
[20] [21] [27] which is closely related to the Schwinger-
Keldysh formalism [31]. We will dicuss that strategy in
a subsequent paper [6].
The generating functional Z[j] for the correlation func-
tions is given by
Z[j] =
∫
DηP [η] exp[
∫
dxJi(x)Φi(x|η)]. (10)
If we introduce the delta function identity Eq. 8 and per-
forming the η integrals we obtain the Onsager-Machlup
formulation for the generating functional:
Z[j] =
∫
DΦiP [DΦi − Fi[Φ]] exp[
∫
dxJi(x)Φi(x|η)]×
|detS−1|, (11)
where
S−1ij (x, y) = (∂t − νi∇2)δ(x− y)δij −
δFi[Φ(x])
δΦj(y)
. (12)
This has been discussed in detail in [32] and [30]. The
generating functional for the correlation function can be
written as [2]
Z[J ] =
1√
det(2piSη)
∫
Dφ
√
KK† exp (Jφ)
× exp
(
−1
2
∫
(Dφ− F [φ])G−1η (Dφ− F [φ])
)
,
(13)
where
K = det(D − ∂F
∂φ
), (14)
and we have introduced the notation
D =
∂
∂t
− ν∇2 , D† = − ∂
∂t
− ν∇2 . (15)
III. AUXILIARY FIELD LOOP EXPANSION
Now let us imagine that by means of introducing aux-
iliary fields σk the action is now rendered quadratic in
the original fields φi. We will make this specific for the
KPZ equation below, but the reader is referred to the
many examples of using this approach using a Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformation [7, 11, 12], or in the large-N
literature, a functional delta function defining the auxil-
iary field [24]. After doing this the “bare” inverse prop-
agator for the φ fields can be symbolically written as
G−1φ [σ] and the full action can be written as
S[φ, σ] =
∫
dxdydtdt′
[
φi[x, t, ]G
−1
φ
ij
(x, y, t, t′;σ)φj [y, t′]
+S2 [σi]]−
∫
dxdt[jiφi + Jkσk], (16)
4where now S2[σ] is only a function of the auxiliary fields
σi.
After introducing the auxiliary fields, the generating
function for the noise induced interactions (see Eq. (13))
is now of the form:
Z[J, j] =
∫
DσDφ exp [−S[φ, σ]] . (17)
One can now perform the Gaussian Path integral over
φ to obtain an equivalent action Sˆ which just depends on
the field σ and the external sources J, j. Performing the
Gaussian integral, we are left with the expression for the
generating functional:
Z[J, j] =
∫
Dσ exp[−Sˆ[σ, j, J ]], (18)
where
Sˆ =
∫
dxS2[σ]−
∫
dxdy
1
2
j(x)G(x, y;σ)j(y)
−
∫
dxJ(x)σ(x) +
1
2
Tr lnG−1(σ)
(19)
and we have added a source term J for the auxiliary field
σ. W [J, j] = lnZ[j, J ]] is the generator of the connected
correlation functions.
We next introduce a small parameter  into the theory
via the substitution Sˆ → Sˆ/. For small  evaluation of
the integral by steepest descent (or Laplace’s method)
is justified.  is similar to ~ in that it counts loops but
now the loops are in the propagators for the auxiliary
fields σ. The auxiliary field loop expansion is obtained
by first expanding around the stationary phase point, and
using the Gaussian term for the measure of the remaining
integrals expanded as a power series in  [7]. That is
Sˆ[σ, J ] = Sˆ[σ0, J ]
+
∫
[dx]
δSˆ[σ, J ]
δσi(x)
∣∣∣
σ0
(σi(x)− σi0(x) )
+
1
2
∫∫
[dx] [dx′]
δ2Sˆ[σ, J ]
δσi(x) δσj(x′)
∣∣∣
σ0
×
(σi(x)− σi0(x) ) (σj(x′)− σj0(x′) )
+ · · ·
The vanishing of the first derivatives define the saddle
point σi0,
∂Sˆ
∂σi
|σ=σi0 = 0, (20)
leading to the “gap” equations at the stationary phase
point
σi0 = σ
i
0[φc,∇φc] > . (21)
Here
φc(x) =< φ(x) >=
δ lnZ
δj(x)
=
∫
dyGφ(x, y)j(y) (22)
which corresponds to the equations of motion for the den-
sities averaged over the noise in the presence of sources:∫
dyG−1φ (x, y)φc(y) = j(x). (23)
Keeping terms up to quadratic in the expansion about
the stationary phase point and performing the Gaussian
integral in σ we obtain for the W [J, j]
−W [J, j] = Sˆ[σ0, J ] + 
2
Tr[ lnD−1σ [σ0] ], (24)
where
D−1ij [σ0](x, x
′) =
δ2Sˆ[σ, J ]
δσi(x) δσj(x′)
∣∣∣
σ0
(25)
is the inverse propagator for the σ field evaluated at the
stationary phase point. Higher terms in the loop expan-
sion in the σ propagator are obtained by treating the
higher terms in the derivative expansion of Sˆ[σ] pertur-
batively with respect to the Gaussian measure. This is
discussed in detail in [7]. Γ[φ, σ], which is the generator
of the one-particle irreducible graphs, is the Legendre
Transform of Z[j, J ], i.e.
Γ[φ, σ] = − lnZ[J, j] +
∫
dx[jφ+ Jσ], (26)
where now
φ =< φ >=
δ lnZ[J ]
δj
;
δΓ[φ, σ]
δφ
= j. (27)
σ =< σ >=
δ lnZ[J, j]
δJ
;
δΓ[φ, σ]
δσ
= J. (28)
Again if we keep the stationary phase point plus Gaus-
sian fluctuations we obtain schematically for Γ up to or-
der 
Γ[φ, σ] =
1
2
∫
dxdydtdt′
[
φ[x, t, ]G−1φ (x, y, t, t
′;σ)φ[y, t′]
+S2[σ]] +
1
2
Tr[ lnG−1φ [σ] ]
+

2
Tr[ lnD−1σ [σ, φ] ]. (29)
The LOAF approximation consists of just keeping the
stationary phase part of the effective action (i.e. → 0).
The effective potential Veff is the value of Γ for constant
fields divided by the Volume. Veff is similar to the usual
potential energy in Classical mechanics as it describes the
energy landscape.
5IV. KPZ EQUATION
At this point we need to be specific about the reaction-
diffusion equation so that we can introduce auxiliary
fields that are appropriate to the dynamics of the prob-
lem. Since the KPZ equation has been considered before
in discussions of the effective action, we will consider in
this first paper, the LOAF approximation for the KPZ
equation. In a subsequent paper [6] we will study the
LOAF approximation for both the annihilation process
A + A → 0 and the Ginzburg Landau model for spin
relaxation in the related MSR formalism. The idea of
using the Effective Potential to discuss the phase struc-
ture of the massless KPZ was emphasized in the work of
Hochberg et.al. [29], who evaluated the effective poten-
tial in a loop expansion in the noise strength parameter.
In that paper one found that there was spontaneous sym-
metry breakdown caused by the fluctuations in one and
two dimensions. The approach of [29] was generalized to
a self-consistent Gaussian approximation by Amaral and
Roditi [30]. In their study spontaneous symmetry break-
down was found not only in d = 1, 2 also in d = 3. In the
theory of Bose Einstein condensates (BECs), the loop ex-
pansion is what is called the Bogoliubov approximation,
and the self consistent Gaussian approximation is what
is known as the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov approximation
(see the review in [5]). In the theory of Bose Einstein
condensation, the presence of a broken symmetry which
leads to the existence of a Goldstone boson is crucial to
the understanding of the phase structure. In that situa-
tion the HFB approximation gave misleading answers as
a result of violating the Goldstone theorem. On the other
hand, an auxiliary field loop expansion which in leading
order (LOAF) was similar to the HFB approximation,
but preserved the Goldstone theorem, predicted the cor-
rect order of phase transition to the BEC phase [8]. Thus
the results of our LOAF prediction for the KPZ effective
potential, presented below, which shows that there is no
fluctuation induced symmetry breakdown casts doubts
on some of the conclusions of the previous calculations.
For the KPZ equation, the physical “gauge invariant”
degree of freedom is∇φ which plays the role of an electric
field. For the KPZ equation
F [φ] = f0 +
λ2
2
(∇φ)2. (30)
Here f0 is a “tadpole” source that is needed for the nor-
malization process as will be seen. Its renormalized ver-
sion will be set equal to zero so that the infrared proper-
ties of the theory will be that of the massless KPZ equa-
tion. For noise sources whose correlation functions are
translation invariant and local in time the KPZ equation
has the Galilean symmetry:
~x′ = ~x+ λ~vt,
t = t′,
φ′(x, t) = φ(x, t)− ~v · ~x+ λ
2
v2t. (31)
We want to introduce a new composite auxiliary field
σ/λ = f0 +
λ
2 (∇φ)2, to mimic large-N expansion meth-
ods used in Bosonic field theories with quartic self-
interactions [12] [24] [8]. This can be done by introducing
another functional delta function into the path integral
1 =
∫
dσδ(
σ
λ
− λ
2
(∇φ)2 − f0)
=
∫
dσ dχ exp[
∫
dx
χ
Aλ (
σ
λ
− f0 − λ
2
(∇φ)2)].(32)
In (32) the integration is along the imaginary axis as
discussed in [24]. Here A is the strength of the noise
term, introduced so that the entire action is proportional
to A−1.
An alternative method for introducing the auxiliary
field σ is the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation [11].
In that approach (which is equivalent to what we do here)
one would add to the original KPZ action a term of the
form
SHS =
1
2A
∫
dxdt[(
σ
λ
− f0 − λ
2
(∇φ)2)G−1η (
σ
λ
− f0 − λ
2
(∇φ)2).
(33)
Once we insert the identity Eq. (32) into the path
integral for the generating functional Eq. (13) and intro-
ducing additional currents s(x) and r(x) for the auxiliary
fields we then obtain
Z[ j, s, r ] =
1√
det[ 2piGη ]
∫∫∫
DφDσDχ exp{−S′[φ, σ, χ; j, s, r] } .
(34)
After integrating by parts and discarding surface terms,
the action S′ can be written as
S′[φ, σ, χ; j, s, r] =
1
2
∫∫
dxdx′
[
φ(x)G−1φ [χ](x, x
′)φ(x′)
+σ(x)G−1η (x, x
′)σ(x′)
]
+
∫
dx
[
χ(x)
Aλ (
σ(x)
λ
− f0)
−J [ j, σ ](x)φ(x)− s(x)σ(x)− r(x)χ(x) ]
(35)
where
G−1φ [χ ](x, x
′) = D†D′†G−1η (x, x
′)+∇·∇′G−1χ [χ ](x, x′)
(36)
with J [ j, σ ](x) given by
J [ j, σ ](x) = j(x) +D†
∫
dx′G−1η (x, x
′)σ(x′) .
6and
G−1χ [χ](x
′, x) =
χ(x)
A δ(x− x
′) . (37)
The action in (35) is now quadratic in the field φ so
that one can perform the path integration in the field φ.
V. EFFECTIVE ACTION
A systematic expansion in auxiliary fields has been ex-
plained in the context of quantum field theory in previous
work [7, 9]. . Inserting the action S′[φ, σ, χ; j, s, r ] from
(35) into the path integral for the generating functional
(34) and integrating over φ gives:
Z[j, s, r] = eW [ j,s,r ]
= N
∫∫
DσDχ exp{−Seff[σ, χ; j, s, r ] } ,
(38)
where the effective action is
Seff[σ, χ; j, s, r ] =
1
2
∫∫
dxdx′ [J [ j, σ ](x)Gφ[χ ](x, x′) J [ j, σ ](x′)
+σ(x)G−1η (x, x
′)σ(x′)
]
+
∫
dx
[
χ(x)
Aλ (
σ(x)
λ
− f0)
−s(x)σ(x)− r(x)χ(x) + 1
2
ln[G−1φ [χ ](x, x) ]
]
.
(39)
Here we have ignored the Jacobian factor in the path
integral. The remaining path integral in (38) is done
by the method of steepest descent by inserting an −1
factor in front of the entire effective action. Note that
the effective action contains terms of order A−1 , namely
the “classical piece” and the Tr[ lnG−1φ ] term which is of
zeroth order. The saddle point is at the solution of the
equations, [
δSeff[σ, χ; j, s, r ]
δχ(x)
]
χ0,φ0
= 0 , (40a)[
δSeff[σ, χ; j, s, r ]
δσ(x)
]
χ0,φ0
= 0 . (40b)
In terms of the “classical” field φ0[J ](x) defined at the
saddle point by
φ0[ j, χ, σ ](x) =
∫
dx′Gφ[χ ](x, x′) J [ j, σ ](x′) , (41)
we obtain for the first saddle point equation Eq. (40a)
σ0(x)
λ
= f0 +
λ
2
∣∣∇φ0[ j, χ0, σ0 ](x) ∣∣2 + λAr(x)
−Aλ
2
[∇1 ·∇2Gφ[χ0 ](x1, x2) ]|x1=x2=x .
(42)
Eq. (40b) leads to
χ0(x)
Aλ2 =
−
∫
dx′G−1η (x, x
′)
[
σ0(x
′) +D′ φ0[ j, χ0, σ0 ](x′)
]
+ s(x) .
(43)
Expanding Seff[σ, χ; j, s, r ] to second order in the aux-
iliary fields about the saddle point and performing the
remaining path integral yields
− lnZ[j, s, r] = Seff [χ0, φ0, σ0] + 1
2
ln[D−1(φ0, χ0, σ0)],
(44)
where D−1(φ0, χ0, σ0) is the matrix inverse propagator of
the composite fields defined by the second derivatives of
the action with respite χ, σ at the stationary phase point
(see Eq. (25).
To the same order in  the generator of the one particle
irreducible graphs Γ[φ, σ, χ] is given by
Γ[φ, σ, χ ] = Scl[φ, σ, χ] +
1
2
Tr[ lnG−1[χ] ]
+
1
2
Tr[ lnD−1[σ, χφ] ]. (45)
where
Scl[φ, σ, χ ] =
1
2
∫∫
dxdx′
[
φ(x)G−1φ [χ ](x, x
′)φ(x′)
+σ(x)G−1η (x, x
′)σ(x′)− [Dφ(x) ]G−1η (x, x′)σ(x′) ]
+
∫
dx
{ χ(x)
Aλ (
σ(x)
λ
− f0)
}
(46)
To leading order, which we call the LOAF approxima-
tion, we have
Γ[φ, σ, χ ] = Scl[φ, σ, χ] +
1
2
Tr[ lnG−1[χ] ]. (47)
Since both G−1φ (x, x
′) and G−1η (x, x
′) are proportional
to A−1, the last term in Eq. (47) is one order higher in
A but treated at the same order in the loop expansion
parameter .
Now that we have the effective action we can write
down the equations for the time evolution of the correla-
tion functions. For example the equation for 〈φ(x, t)〉η is
now just given by
δΓ[φ, σ, χ ]
δφ(x, t)
= 0. (48)
To solve this one must first eliminate the constraint field
χ, and also solve for the auxiliary field σ in terms of φ and
its correlation function. Examples for studying studying
the LOAF time evolution equations for phase transitions
(which are similar to the time dependent Hartree-Fock
equations) are found in [22] and [23].
7A. Effective potential
To make contact with previous work on the KPZ effec-
tive potential, we now restrict ourselves to a white noise
source with amplitude A, so that
Gη(x, x
′) = A δ(x−x′) , G−1η (x, x′) = δ(x−x′)/A . (49)
The effective potential is obtained by choosing the aux-
iliary fields σ and χ to be constant in space and time.
When we turn off the sources we are interested in physi-
cally relevant field configurations φ0(x) which are of the
form φ0(x) = −v ·x. in line with the Galilean symmetry.
The latter definition is consistent with v = −∇φ0(x)
being a constant velocity field. For this field configu-
ration Dφ0(x) = 0. For static fields χ, v, σ, we can
Fourier transform G−1φ and determine the effective po-
tential, which is now defined as
Veff[ v, σ, χ ] =
AΓ[−v · x, σ, χ ]
Ω
, (50)
where we have rescaled V by A so that the classical term
is independent of A, and where Ω = ∫ dx is the space-
time volume.
From (36), and integrating by parts, we find that for
φ(x) = φ0(x),
1
2
∫∫
dx dx′ φ(x)G−1φ (x, x
′)φ(x′) = −χ v
2
2A Ω .
We also have∫∫
dxdx′ σ(x)G−1η (x, x
′)σ(x′) =
σ2
A Ω , (51)
and ∫
dx
χ(x)
λ
[
σ(x)
λ
− f0 ] = χ
λ
[
σ
λ
− f0 ] Ω . (52)
For the Tr ln term, we start by noting that the δ-function
has the Fourier transform representation,
δ(x− x′) =
∫
dk ei[k·(x−x
′)−ω(t−t′)] , (53)
where we have defined∫
dk ≡
∫∫
ddk dω
(2pi)d 2pi
. (54)
Then G−1η (x, x
′) and G−1χ (x, x
′) have the representations,
G−1η (x, x
′) =
∫
dk
1
A e
i[k·(x−x′)−ω(t−t′)] , (55a)
G−1χ (x, x
′) =
∫
dk
χ
A e
i[k·(x−x′)−ω(t−t′)] . (55b)
From (36), G−1φ [χ ](x, x
′) has the representation,
G−1φ [χ ](x, x
′) =
∫
dk G˜−1φ (k) e
i[k·(x−x′)−ω(t−t′)] ,
where
G˜−1φ (k) =
1
A
[
ω2 + ν2 k4 − χk2] . (56)
The Tr ln[ ] term in the effective potential is therefore
1
2
Tr lnG−1φ =
Ω
2
∫
dk ln
[
(ω2 + ν2 k4 − χk2)
]
. (57)
The effective potential in the LOAF approximation is
therefore
Veff[ v, σ, χ ] =
AΓ[−v · x, σ, χ ]
Ω
=
σ2
2λ2
+
χ
λ
[ σ
λ
− f0 − λ v
2
2
]
+
A
2
∫
dk ln
[
(ω2 + ν2 k4 − χk2)
]
.
(58)
Minimizing the effective potential with respect to σ gives
∂Veff[ v, σ, χ ]
∂σ
= 0 , ⇒ χ = −σ . (59)
Substituting this into (58) to eliminate the Lagrange mul-
tiplier field χ yields
Veff [σ, v] = − σ
2
2λ2
+
σ
λ
(
λv2
2
+ f0)
+
A
2
∫
ddkdω
(2pi)d+1
ln
[
ω2 + ν2k4 + k2σ
]
. (60)
When A = 0 and we replace σ by its value at the mini-
mum, we recover the “classical” potential for this prob-
lem.
We can next perform the integration over ω using the
identity: ∫ ∞
−∞
dω ln
(
ω2 +X2
ω2 + Y 2
)
= 2pi(X − Y ), (61)
to obtain
Veff [σ, v] = − σ
2
2λ2
+
σ
λ
(
λv2
2
+ f0) +
Aν
2
K[
σ
ν2
], (62)
where
K[m2] =
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
|k|
√
k2 +m2. (63)
The gap equation for sigma is then given by
∂Veff
∂σ
=
−σ
λ2
+
1
λ
(
λv2
2
+f0)+
A
4ν
∫
|k| d
dk
(2pi)d
1√
k2 + σν2
= 0.
(64)
One can solve for σ as a function of v using:
σ = λ
(
λv2
2
+ f0
)
+
Aλ2
4ν
∫
|k| d
dk
(2pi)d
1√
k2 + σν2
. (65)
8The second derivative of the effective potential is just the
negative of the inverse propagator for the σ field evalu-
ated at zero momentum transfer.
−D−1σσ =
∂2V
∂σ2
= − 1
λ2
− A
8ν3
I1[σ/ν
2, d] (66)
where
I1[m
2, d] =
∫
|k| d
dk
(2pi)d
1
(k2 +m2)3/2
. (67)
The integral has M.ultraviolet divergences for d ≥ 2 and
in less than two dimensions it has infrared divergences
when σ → 0. Therefore it is necessary to introduce a
mass scale µ2 6= 0 to define the coupling constant. The
running coupling constant in the theory defined in terms
of the auxiliary field is just the value of the correlation
function Dσσ.
λ2r[q, ω, µ
2] = Dσσ[q, ω, µ
2]. (68)
We can perform the integral in d dimensions to obtain
the dimensionally regulated result:
I1[m
2, d] = md−2I[d], (69)
where
I[d] =
21−dpi−
d
2− 12 Γ
(
1− d2
)
Γ
(
d+1
2
)
Γ
(
d
2
) . (70)
Near the critical dimension d = 2 it is useful to extract
the pole and write
I[d] =
J [d]
2− d . (71)
When d is near two, we have the expansion:
md−2Γ[1− d/2] =
2
2− d
[
1− (2− d)
2
(
γE + lnpiµ
2
)
+O((d− 2)2)
]
.
(72)
In one and three dimensions the dimensionally regu-
lated answer for I1 given by Eq. (70) is finite. In two
dimensions, rewriting the theory in terms of the renor-
malized coupling constant again renders the theory finite.
In the appendix we will address the renormalization pro-
cess using a cutoff for completeness. When we introduce
a momentum space cutoff Λ, we will find that the effec-
tive potential has divergences as Λ → ∞ related to the
vacuum energy, the tadpole f0 as well as the coupling
constant.
We introduce a renormalized coupling constant and a
reference mass µ2 by evaluating the second derivative of
the potential at σ/ν2 = µ2. We have
− 1
λ2r[µ
2]
=
∂2V
∂σ2
|σ=µ2ν2 = − 1
λ2
− A
8ν3
µd−2I[d], (73)
or
λ2r[µ
2] =
λ2
1 + Aλ28ν3 µ
d−2I[d]
. (74)
Then we can rewrite the second derivative of the po-
tential in the form
− 1
λ2r[σ/ν
2]]
=
∂2V
∂σ2
= − 1
λ2[µ2]
− A
8ν3
I[d](md−2−µd−2),
(75)
where here m2 = σ/ν2. This expression is manifestly
finite for d 6= 2 and the subtraction renders it finite in
d = 2. If we now integrate this equation once and then
twice, taking into account the form of the classical action
to determine the constants of integration, we will obtain
the renormalized gap equation as well as the renormalized
potential.
B. couping constant flows in the LOAF
approximation
From the effective potential we were able to determine
the auxiliary field inverse propagator and therefore the
dependence of λ2r on the scale µ (see Eq. (73)). By
differentiating λr[µ
2] with respect to µ keeping the bare
coupling constant fixed we obtain βλ.
βλ = µ
∂λ2r[µ
2]
∂µ
=
A
8ν3
J [d]λ4r. (76)
This is of course, equivalent to Eq. (75) for the flow
which can also be written in the form
1
λ2r[µ
2]]
=
1
λ2[µ20]
+
A
8ν3
I[d](µd−2 − µd−20 ), (77)
which relates the value of the coupling at two different
scales. The coupling constant depends on A and ν as
well. These also run with scale and in this approach we
would have to calculate these renormalizations separately
in perturbation theory [28] or by going to next order in
the auxiliary field loop expansion. Another approach to
determine the running of ν and A was taken by Zanella
and Calzetta [33], who apply the RG directly to the effec-
tive action calculated in perturbation theory to order λ2.
The part of the RG equation that we have determined is
βλ.
A dimensionless coupling constant g0[µ
2] can be de-
fined in terms of the bare coupling λ2 by
g0[µ
2] =
Aλ2
8ν3
µd−2 ≡ Bλ2µd−2. (78)
Similarly the dimensionless renormalized coupling at µ2
is defined as
gr[µ
2] = Bλ2r[µ2]µd−2 ≡ g0[µ2]Zg[µ2]
(Zg)
−1 = 1 + g0[µ2]I[d] = 1 + g0[µ2]
J [d]
2− d . (79)
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FIG. 1: Running of the dimensionless coupling constant gr
for d = 1. We have chosen λ2B = 1.
From this we can calculate the usual β function (with the
caveat that we have not included the running of ν and
A),
β(gr) = µ
∂gr[µ
2]
∂µ
= (d− 2)gr + J [d]g2r . (80)
This can also be written as
gr[µ
2] =
gr[µ
2
0]
1 + gr[µ20]J [d](µ
d−2 − µd−20 )/(2− d)
. (81)
In two dimensions one needs to use Eq. (72) to extract
the finite logarithmic behavior of the running coupling
constant. For d 6= 2 in the dimensional regularized the-
ory, both λ and λr are finite. In the LOAF approximation
we find for d < 2 an infrared stable fixed point at g?
g? = (2− d)/J [d]. (82)
. We find in d = 1, gr[µ = 0] = g
? = pi. Explicitly we
have in one dimension
λ2r[µ
2] =
λ2µpi
µpi + Bλ2 . (83)
We see that λ2 = λ2r[µ
2 → ∞] For the dimensionless
coupling constant we have
gr[µ
2] =
λ2piB
µpi + Bλ2 . (84)
One get the behavior for gr[µ
2] shown in Fig. 1.
For d > 2, gr[µ = 0] = 0, and I[d] < 0. Thus there
is also a maximum value of µ that one can reach before
one hits the Landau pole at 1 + g0[µ
?]I[d]. When d=3,
we obtain
λ2r[µ
2] = λ2
(
1− µ B
pi2
λ2
)−1
. (85)
We find now that λ2r[µ
2 = 0] = λ2 and The dimensionless
renormalized coupling is given by
gr[µ
2] = Bλ2r[µ2]µ = µλ2B
(
1− µ B
pi2
λ2
)−1
. (86)
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FIG. 2: Running of the dimensionless coupling constant gr
for d = 3. We have taken Bλ2 = 1
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FIG. 3: Running of the dimensionless coupling constant gr
for d = 2, choosing gr[µ
2
0] = 1/10, µ0 = 1
and is clearly zero at µ = 0. It grows until it hits the
Landau pole at
1 =
Bλ2µ
pi2
. (87)
This is shown in fig. 2, where we have chosen Bλ2 = 1.
In two dimensions we have to take the limit of Eq. (75)
as d→ 2 to obtain
gr[µ
2] =
gr[µ
2
0]
1− gr[µ20] ln[µ2/µ20]
(88)
The behavior of gr[µ
2] for small µ2 is displayed in Fig.
3.
VI. RENORMALIZED EFFECTIVE
POTENTIAL
Once we have determined the renormalized running
coupling constant we now use Eq. (75) for
∂2Veff
∂σ2
= − 1
λ2r[σ/ν
2]
(89)
to evaluate the renormalized effective potential by inte-
grating back up. In two dimension, which is the critical
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FIG. 4: Effective Potential in leading order in A approxima-
tion for d = 2 using λ = µ = ν = 1. and B = 1/10
dimension, we have integrating (89) once with respect to
σ
∂V
∂σ
= − σ
λ2r[µ
2]
+
v2
2
+
A
32piν3
σ
(
log
(
σ
ν2µ2
)
− 1
)
,
(90)
which when set equal to zero yields what is known as the
gap equation for σ. Integrating once more with respect
to σ we obtain for the renormalized effective potential
Veff [v, σ] = − σ
2
2λ2r[µ
2]
+
v2
2
σ
+
A
32piν3
σ2
[
1
2
log
(
σ
ν2µ2
)
− 3
4
]
. (91)
We need to evaluate the effective potential at the point
where σ is the solution to the gap equation
σ
λ2r[µ
2]
=
v2
2
+
A
32piν3
σ
(
log
(
σ
ν2µ2
)
− 1
)
. (92)
In terms of σ[v] evaluated using the gap equation we
have the simple expression:
Veff [σ, µ] =
σ2
2λ2[µ2]
− Aσ
2
32piν3
[
log
σ
µ2ν2
− 1
2
]
. (93)
When we expand Veff in a power series in B =
A/(32piν3) we obtain to first order
Veff [v] =
λ2v4
8
+
λ4v4B
8
(
log
(
λ2v2
2µ2ν2
)
− 3/2
)
. (94)
We notice that the leading term in the correction to the
classical answer has opposite signs for the LOAF approx-
imation and the first term in an expansion in A (the loop
expansion discussed by Hochberg et. al. [29]). Thus even
small correction of order A2 as evidenced here can change
the character of the answer. The loop expansion for the
effective potential as well as the Hartree approximation
for the effective potential lead to a double well structure
such as that seen in fig. 4. On the other hand the LOAF
approximation does not exhibit spontaneous symmetry
breakdown as shown in fig 5.
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FIG. 5: Effective Potential in the LOAF approximation for
d = 2 using λ = µ = ν = 1. and B = 1/10
To make contact with previous work of Hochberg et.
al. [29] we will re-obtain the RG equation for the renor-
malized coupling from the effective potential. We will
obtain the same RG equation for λr[µ
2] as that obtained
in their paper. The fact that the potential cannot depend
on the scale where one defines the renormalized coupling
constant leads to the renormalization group equation:
µ
dVeff
dµ
= 0. (95)
From Eq. (91) we then obtain
β˜λ = µ
dλr[µ
2]
dµ
=
Aλ3r[µ2]
16piν3
, (96)
which agrees with our previous calculation Eq. (76) once
we compare it with the slightly different definition of β
found in [29]. However we must point out that our calcu-
lation, as distinct from the one in [29], is non perturbative
in A. Also because of our use of dimensional regulariza-
tion we are able to determine the β function as a function
of the dimension d (see Eq. (76)).
When we are not in the critical dimension d = 2, we
can integrate Eq. (75) with µ2 = 0 once with respect to
σ.
∂Veff
∂σ
= − σ
λ2
+
1
λ
(
λv2
2
+f0)+c+
A
ν(2− d)4dJ [d][
σ
ν2
]d/2.
(97)
Here λ = λr[µ = 0]. One can chooses the constant of
integration c so that
c+ f0/λ = fr/λ. (98)
We then have
∂Veff
∂σ
= − σ
λ2
+
v2
2
+
fr
λ
− A
(2− d)4dν J [d][
σ
ν2
]d/2. (99)
The gap equation is
σ
λ2
=
v2
2
+
fr
λ
− A
(2− d)4dν J [d][
σ
ν2
]d/2. (100)
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If we want to choose the renormalized theory to corre-
spond to the massless KPZ equation one then chooses
fr = 0. Note that Eq. (100) is similar to the gap equa-
tion in the large-N expansion for a relativistic φ4 [12]
theory. Integrating (99) once with respect to σ we ob-
tain
Veff [σ, v] = − σ
2
2λ2
+σ
v2
2
− A
(2− d)ν
σ
2d(2 + d)
J [d][
σ
ν2
]d/2.
(101)
To obtain Veff [v] ≡ Veff [σ[v], v] one needs to solve the
gap equation (100) for σ[v]. Note that the condition for
being at a minimum in Veff [v] , is just
dVeff [v]
dv
=
∂Veff
∂v
|σ + ∂Veff
∂σ
|v ∂σ[v]
∂v
=
∂Veff
∂v
|σ = 0,
(102)
since we are evaluating the potential at the solution of
the gap equation. Therefore in the LOAF approximation
the condition that we are at a minimum is
dVeff [v]
dv
= σv = 0. (103)
If there is broken symmetry at this order (v 6= 0), this
can only happen when σ = 0. From the gap equation Eq.
(100), we see if fr = 0 then of necessity v = 0 and there
is no broken symmetry. This condition will be loosened if
we calculate to next order. This is exactly what happens
in the 1/N calculation of the BEC phase transition [34].
A. 1d
In 1d the potential is given by
Veff [σ, v] = − σ
2
2λ2
+ σ
v2
2
− A
6ν2pi
σ3/2, (104)
where σ[v] is the solution of the gap equation
σ = λ2
[
v2
2
− A
4ν2pi
σ1/2
]
. (105)
Note that to leading order in A we obtain
Veff [v] = λ
2 v
4
8
− A
6ν2pi
(
λ2v2
2
)3/2. (106)
This is exactly the same answer as Eq. 42 in [29]. To
leading order in A in the fluctuations there is double
well behavior. However once we add a little bit of second
order effects, this seems to vanish, at least in the LOAF
approximation.
In one dimension we can explicitly solve the gap equa-
tion for σ[v], to obtain
σ1/2 =
√
λ2
v2
2
+ b2/4− b/2, (107)
where
b =
λ2A
4ν2pi
. (108)
Thus when we keep the self consistent corrections we get:
Veff [v] = −
(√
b2
4 +
λ2v2
2 − b2
)4
2λ2
−
2b
(√
b2
4 +
λ2v2
2 − b2
)3
3λ2
+
1
2
v2
(√
b2
4
+
λ2v2
2
− b
2
)2
. (109)
This is strictly monotonically increasing in v, and con-
tains terms to all orders in A. Of course the leading or-
der in  solution cannot have a broken symmetry solution
since one cannot satisfy the broken symmetry condition
σ = 0 except at v = 0. The potential is quite flat in v
as seen in the upper curve in Fig. 6. The lower curve
is the one loop result which suggests a broken symmetry
solution.
B. three spatial dimension (d = 3)
From Eq. (101) setting d = 3 we get
Veff [σ, v] = − σ
2
2λ2
+ σ
v2
2
+
A
30ν4pi2
σ5/2. (110)
The gap equation is now
σ = λ2
[
v2
2
+
A
12ν4pi2
σ3/2
]
, (111)
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FIG. 6: Effective Potential for d = 1 choosing values λ =
b = 1. The upper curve is the LOAF result Eq. (109), the
lower curve is the double well solution found at one loop (Eq.
(106))
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FIG. 7: v2 as a function of σ using λ = ν = A = 1.
or equivalently
v2 =
2σ
λ2
− Aσ
3/2
6pi2ν4
. (112)
We notice that now v2 is a parabolic like function of σ
which rise to a maximum and then falls to zero. This
is shown in fig. 7. Eq. (112) can be explicitly solved
for σ as a function of v2, to reproduce the first half of
the parabola. However it is sufficient for our purpose to
just rewrite Veff in terms of σ since at small A, λ the
relationship between σ and v2 is linear over a wide range
of v2.
The value of σ at the maximum σ = 64pi
4ν8
A2λ4 , which
leads to maximum value of v2 = 64pi
4ν8
A2λ4 . For values of
v2 below the maximum v2 is a monotonically increasing
function of σ and we can rewrite V simply as a function
of σ, using the gap equation (112):
V [σ] =
σ2
2λ2
− Aσ
5/2
20pi2ν4
. (113)
This is plotted in fig. 8.
If we reexpand Eq. (113) in terms of v2 up to order A
we obtain the one loop result:
V1−loop =
λ2v4
8
+
Aλ5v5
120
√
2pi2ν4
, (114)
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FIG. 8: Effective Potential V [σ, v2[σ]]with v2 evaluated using
the gap equation for d = 3. Here λ = ν = A = 1.
which is Eq. (105) in [2] and also does not display sym-
metry breaking. In the self consistent Gaussian approxi-
mation discussed in [30], the authors found a double well
structure in three spatial dimensions which differs from
the one loop result and our result (which preserves Gold-
stone’s theorem).
VII. COMPARISON WITH EXACT RESULTS
For the LOAF approximation
β(gr) = µ
∂
∂µ
gr = (d− 2)gr + J(d)g2r . (115)
In particular
β[ gr ] =
{
−gr ( 1− gr/pi ) , for d = 1, and
gr ( 1 + gr/pi
2 ) , for d = 3.
(116)
Thus we see that if d < 2 there is a fixed point at
g? =
(2− d)
J(d)
. (117)
For d > 2 LOAF predicts that there is only the fixed
point at g? = 0. This is in contradistinction to the exact
result for the β function for d > 2, which was obtained
by Lassig [35]. The exact result was found by mapping
the KPZ problem into a directed polymer problem. That
is for d > 2 one can make the Cole-Hopf transformation
φ =
2ν
λ
lnw, (118)
and obtain the differential equation for w
w˙ = ν∇2w + λ
2ν
wη. (119)
This equation can be derived from the Martin Siggia Rose
Lagrangian [26]
L =
∫
dx
[
w˜
(
w˙ − ν∇2w − λ
2ν
wη
)]
. (120)
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One can now perform the integration over η for white
noise to obtain the effective action∫
ddxdt[
[
w˜
(
w˙ − ν∇2w)− λ2A
2ν2
w˜w˜ww
]
. (121)
This is quite similar to the action for the annihilation
problem A+A→ 0 except that the force in Eq. (121) is
attractive. For that problem the only renormalization is
the due to summing the loop corrections to the scattering
which renormalizes the effective bare coupling λ˜ = λ
2A
2ν2 .
Note now the effective bare coupling parameter depends
also on A and ν, the quantities that are necessary to
renormalize in the original formulation of the KPZ equa-
tion to obtain the correct renormalized result. Summing
the chain of bubble diagrams one finds
λ˜r[µ
2] = Zg[µ
2]λ˜; , Z−1g = 1−
µd−2λ˜B[d]
ν(2− d) . (122)
where
B[d] = 2!2−d/2(4pi)−d/2Γ(2− d/2). (123)
One then obtains the exact RG equation for the di-
mensionless coupling constant
gr =
λ˜r
ν
µd−2. (124)
β(gr) = µ∂gr∂µ = gr(d− 2)−B[d]g2r . (125)
Here B[d] = 22−d/2(4pi)−d/2Γ[2− d/2]. This leads to the
fact that there is an unstable fixed point point for d > 2
with
g?r = (d− 2)/B[d]. (126)
The fact that we do not find this unstable fixed point
for d > 2 in leading order LOAF using the KPZ action
is due to the fact that we have not included the µ de-
pendence of the variables A and ν. These effects come
from vacuum diagrams that are of order A2 in the loop
expansion, and of order  in the auxiliary field expan-
sion. Standard calculations in perturbation theory show
that the renormalization of ν changes the sign of the last
term in Eq. (115). In a subsequent paper [6] we will
show that one can do a LOAF expansion for the Cole-
Hopf transformed KPZ action given by Eq. (121), and
get a β function which qualitatively agrees with the exact
result Eq. (125).
Summarizing our results pictorially, using the original
form of the KPZ action in the Onsager Machlup form
we find that in LOAF the flow β(g, d = 1) in leading
order is shown in fig. 9. For d > 2, β is a monotonically
increasing function of gr and the only fixed point is at
the origin gr = 0.
This is to be contrasted with the the results of Lassig
[35] (and also the results found by us using the Cole-Hopf
transformed action and the LOAF approximation [6] )
which predicts an unstable fixed point and a roughening
transition for d > 2 as shown in fig. 10.
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FIG. 9: β as a function of g for d = 1 in LOAF.
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FIG. 10: Exact β function as a function of gr for d = 3.
VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have given the general approach for
obtaining the effective action for noisy reaction diffusion
equations. We have presented a strategy for perform-
ing a non perturbative (in noise strength and coupling
constant) re-summation of the theory. In leading order
the approximation is similar to a Hartree approximation
which assumes only Gaussian fluctuations for the field
φ. However our approximation preserves Ward identi-
ties order by order in the expansion parameter  so that
it is more trustworthy when discussing symmetry break-
down. In our approach we are able to obtain not only an
expression for the effective potential, but also the effec-
tive action to any order in the auxiliary field loop expan-
sion parameter . Starting from our expression for the
effective action one could then derive the time evolution
equation for the average value of the field φ where the
average is over various runs with Gaussian noise, as well
as equations for the noise generated correlation functions.
In obtaining the effective potential we did not need to re-
sort to introducing a background field such as that used
in [29] or [30]. Our lowest order approximation (LOAF),
when reexpanded as a series in A reduced to the results
of the loop expansion in the noise strength A [29]. Al-
though that is formally true, at small A our results dif-
fered qualitatively from the result found in [29] in that
there was no symmetry breaking found in any dimen-
sion. The one loop approximation suggested that there
is dynamical symmetry breaking in both one and two di-
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mensions. The Gaussian effective potential discussed in
[30] , which is related to the Hartree approximation leads
to an analytic expression for the effective potential that
is similar in structure to that found here. In that approx-
imation there is also an auxiliary field Ω which is simi-
lar to σ which is self-consistently determined. However
the Hartree approximation does not preserve Goldstone’s
theorem in general [5] and thus the result that it predicts
symmetry breaking for the massless KPZ equation is sus-
pect. In the LOAF approximation, the inverse of the
auxiliary field propagator which is related to the second
derivative of the effective potential is a renormalization
group invariant. From that we derived the running of
the coupling constant λ. In the LOAF approximation for
the effective potential we were unable to determine the
renormalization of ν and A. To obtain the full RG equa-
tions using our approach one must go beyond the LOAF
approximation. One must either seperately evaluate the
momentum dependent Green’s functions and vertices or
do a gradient expansion of the effective action and write
the leading order terms in the form discussed in Kardar
and Zee [37]. Namely to obtain the renormalization of ν
and A, they show it is sufficient to only look at terms in
the gradient expansion of the action which are quadratic
in φ. The general form of these terms are
Seff =
∫
dxdt
(
α
∂φ
∂t
− β∇2φ)
)2
. (127)
These correction terms get generated by momentum de-
pendent corrections to the φφ correlation function that
occur in next order in the LOAF expansion. We will by-
pass this complication in a subsequent paper by using
the LOAF approximation for the Cole-Hopf transformed
KPZ action in the MSR formulation of the action [6].
There by introducing additional composite fields we will
be able to obtain an RG flow in LOAF that is qualita-
tively correct.
Appendix A: Cutoff Approach to Renormalization
In this appendix we will introduce an explicit momen-
tum dependence so we can see the relationship between
the bare and renormalized parameters explicitly. In gen-
eral we have:
Veff [σ, v] = − σ
2
2λ2
+
σ
λ
(
λv2
2
+ f0) +
Aν
2
K[
σ
ν2
], (A1)
where
K[m2] =
∫ Λ
0
ddk
(2pi)d
|k|(
√
k2 +m2. (A2)
The ultraviolet divergent terms are isolated (except in
2d where one has to be careful about infrared issues) by
recognizing that the integrand has the following large k
behavior.
|k|
√
k2 +m2 = k2 +
m2
2
− m
4
8k2
+ . . . (A3)
1. one dimension
In one dimension one needs to add and subtract the
first two terms of Eq. (A3) to obtain :
Veff [σ, v] = − σ
2
2λ2
+
σ
λ
(
λv2
2
+ f0)
+
Aν
2
[
Λ3/3 +
σ
ν2
Λ− 1
3pi
(
σ
ν2
)3/2
]
.(A4)
Thus we identify the first divergent term in the brackets
as an infinite constant shift in the vacuum (or cosmolog-
ical term in field theory jargon). The second term is the
renormalization of f . That is we define
fr
λ
=
f0
λ
+
AΛ
2ν
, (A5)
and then set fr = 0 so since we are considering the ”mass-
less” KPZ equation. This leaves
Veff [σ, v] = − σ
2
2λ2
+
σ
λ
(
λv2
2
)− Aν
6pi
(
σ
ν2
)3/2 (A6)
2. 2 dimensions
In two dimensions we have
K[m2] =
1
2pi
∫ Λ
0
k2
√
k2 +m2. (A7)
A direct expansion for large k has the problem of infrared
divergences, which we will regulate by introducing an in-
frared mass µ. We will handle the ultraviolet divergences
then by adding and subtracting the following terms:
K[m2] = Kreg[m
2, µ2]
+
1
2pi
∫ Λ
0
(k3 +
km2
2
− m
4k2
8(k2 + µ2)3/2
),
(A8)
where the regulated finite integral is
Kreg[m
2, µ2] =
1
2pi
∫ Λ
0
(
k2
√
k2 +m2 − k3 − km
2
2
+
m4k2
8(k2 + µ2)3/2
)
.
(A9)
Explicitly
Kreg[m
2, µ2] =
m4
16pi
(
1
2
ln
m2
µ2
− 3
4
)
. (A10)
The divergent part of K is
Kdiv[m
2, µ2] =
1
2pi
[
Λ4
4
− 1
8
m4 log
(√
Λ2 + µ2
µ2
+
Λ
µ
)
+
Λ2m2
4
]
. (A11)
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The first term is related to vacuum renormalization, the
second to a renormalization of the coupling constant and
the third renormalizes f0. The first term is an irrelevant
constant, the second we will discuss below. The renor-
malization of f is the equation for the coefficient of the
term linear in σ. We have
fr/λr = f0/λ+
AΛ2
16piν
. (A12)
Since we are interested in the massless KPZ equation, af-
ter renormalization we set fr = 0. To see that the second
term is related to coupling constant renormalization we
define the renormalized coupling constant from the sec-
ond derivative of the effective potential with respect to
σ. Namely
1
λ2r[σ/ν
2]
= −∂
2V
∂σ2
=
1
λ2
+
A
8ν3
∫ Λ
0
2pik2
dk
(2pi)2
1
(k2 + σν2 )
3/2
.
(A13)
Defining a coupling constant at the arbitrary mass scale
µ2, we have
1
λ2r[µ
2]
=
1
λ2
+
A
8ν3
∫ Λ
0
k2
dk
(2pi)
1
(k2 + µ2)3/2
. (A14)
Note that the last term in Eq. (A14) is exactly the last
term one has in the divergent part of K[µ2], namely the
last term in Eq. (A8). In terms of this coupling constant,
the coupling constant at σ/ν2 is now finite.
1
λ2r[σ/ν
2]
=
1
λ2r[µ
2]
+
A
32piν3
ln
µ2ν2
σ
. (A15)
This coupling constant grows logarithmically until it hits
the Landau pole which can be demonstrated by rewriting
Eq. (A15) in the form
λ2[σ/ν2] =
λ2[µ2]
1− A32piν3λ2[µ2] ln σµ2ν2
. (A16)
Integrating Eq. (A13) once with respect to σ we obtain
the gap equation:
∂V
∂σ
= − σ
λ2r[µ
2]
+
v2
2
+
A
32piν3
σ
(
log
(
σ
ν2µ2
)
− 1
)
.
(A17)
Integrating once more we obtain for the potential
Veff [v, σ] = − σ
2
2λ2r[µ
2]
+
v2
2
σ
+
A
32piν3
σ2
[
1
2
log
(
σ
ν2µ2
)
− 3
4
]
.
(A18)
3. three dimensions
Veff [σ, v] = − σ
2
2λ2
+
σ
λ
(
λv2
2
+ f0) +
Aν
2
K[
σ
ν2
], (A19)
where in three dimensions
K[µ2] =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
|k|(
√
k2 + µ2 −
√
k2]. (A20)
and we have subtracted a vacuum energy term. Intro-
ducing a cutoff Λ we have that
K[µ2] =
1
4pi2
[
µ2
Λ3
3
− µ4 Λ
4
+
4
15
µ5
]
. (A21)
Thus we see we get an infinite contribution to the mass
as well as to the inverse σ propagator which we need to
interpret properly. We have
Veff [v, σ] =
fσ
λ
− σ
2
2λ2
+
σv2
2
+
Aν
8pi2
(
Λ3σ
3ν2
− Λσ
2
4ν4
+
4
15
( σ
ν2
)5/2)
(A22)
Taking one derivative we get
AΛ3
24pi2ν
− AΛσ
16pi2ν3
+
Aσ√ σν2
12pi2ν3
+
f
λ
− σ
λ2
+
v2
2
. (A23)
We see that the tadpole term f gets renormalized
fr
λ
=
f
λ
+
AΛ3
24pi2ν
. (A24)
To study the massless KPZ equation one needs to set
fr = 0.. Taking a second derivative of the partially renor-
malized potential one gets:
∂2V
∂σ2
≡ − 1
λˆ2[σ]
= − AL
16pi2ν3
+
A√σ
8pi2ν4
− 1
λ2
. (A25)
We next define a finite renormalized coupling constant at
the scale σ/ν2 = µ2
λ2r[µ
2] = λ2r[σ/ν
2 = µ2], (A26)
so we can write
∂2V
∂σ2
≡ − 1
λ2r[σ/ν
2]
= − 1
λ2r[µ
2]
+
A
8pi2ν3
(√
σ/ν2 −
√
µ2
)
.
(A27)
Having performed these renormalizations we can inte-
grate back up to get the renormalized gap equation and
renormalized effective potential.
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